
Personal 
Narrative Unit



What three pieces of advice does he 
give during the presentation?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuCUgD3Si-M

What does he believe a personal narrative is? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuCUgD3Si-M
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Why is it important to tell our stories? 

What are the qualities of personal narratives? 

Students will be able to identify the qualities of a personal narrative by reading and analyzing 
mentor texts.



On your half sheet of paper...

In the top, write your legal FULL name. First, middle, last.

Then go through and write down different variations of each name. What do other people 
call you? 

Make notes next to each of your variations-- what are the stories that go along with this? 
Who calls you those names? 

First Name Middle Name Last Name

Variations





Reflect on the back of this sheet

What do all of these different names and nicknames and variations say about you? What 
story do they tell? 

My different nicknames from my dad throughout the years reflect the different identities I've 
tried on throughout the years. I rarely felt comfortable with myself or knew who I was, which 
really is shown by the different names I give people and the different names I've been called 
throughout my life. 

You can also see some of the scars and bad memories here-- Bessy was a name a boy called 
me in high school and then he would "moo" at me. It hurt my feelings-- a lot. Betsy Wetsy 
was a doll that was made as far back as the 50s. When we did name rhyming games in 
middle school, everyone would laugh and call me Betsy Wetsy. (The doll literally wet its 
pants.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kx4_1cL4
M2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kx4_1cL4M2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kx4_1cL4M2s


Picture Memoir





Look at your photo and generate details 
about the photograph/memory that 
you have. Just list!



Now, you're going to write a six 
word memoir about your picture. 
Let it be messy. See my attempts 
(Left)



Slow Motion Writing



Slow Motion Writing

Pick ONE small moment and slooooow it doooown. Got through all the small details and 
literally put the reader in that moment. 

The moment that you pick should be no longer than a minute or two. But you should have 
around 300 words. 

Write as many as you want! I do want you to pick one to turn in by the end of class. This will 
just help me know what we need to focus on when it comes to writing :) It won't be for a 
grade. 

If you need inspiration, look back at the list you made on Wednesday for different moments!



Mrs. O'Connor Example
Moment: First time I hit the ball in softball! 

Walking up to the dirty, worn out, torn up, ancient, and sad excuse for a home plate, 
the bat slowly gained weight, getting heavier and heavier as my feet dragged through the 
sand. It would be an understatement to say that I had little success in my softball career. The 
only time I had been able to get on base before was when I was hit square in the gut with the 
softball (which is smaller than the softball that they pitch to the men because, you know, 
sexism). My feet sloped downwards as I took my spot next to the home plate. The field had 
been neglected for many moons, and looked as if it could belong in a slideshow of areas that 
had been abandoned, the dirt around the plate so worn down from years of standing, getting 
ready, digging the right foot into the dirt to wind up for the big swing. 





You have ten minutes to write your life 
story on one page. 

- You may make a list
- Write the whole time
- Start with when you were born, go to present day
- You may end up skipping whole years if nothing happened that you remember or if 

nothing happened.
- You only have one page!
- Ready, set, go!



Parts of a Personal Narrative

Just like with any story…

Beginning

Middle 

End



Get your Realm of Gold book!

“The Night the Bed Fell” page 222

While we read, focus on:

- Humor
- Sensory details 
- Sequencing (what order do they tell the story in?)
- Pacing of the story (how much time do they spend on what details?)



Sequencing...

Let’s map out the story. What did they start with?

As a table, continue the sequencing of events. Make a list, a flowchart, whatever works best 
for you.  



Pacing...

What happened first? And after that? How did we know it was the end?

How much time did they spend on each of the parts (describing characters, setting, etc. vs 
the actual action vs the end?

Why?



Go back to the writing you did at the 
beginning of class

- Reread what you wrote.
- From the moments you wrote, pick three of the moments that you think have taught 

you something or are interesting, significant, or helped you become who you are today.
- Take those three moments and write a little bit more about them (three or so 

sentences) so that you remember/I know why you chose them. 

Your homework is to finalize the three moments you think are best! 



Pre-Writing



Students will be able to apply their knowledge of pacing to create their own 
transition-action-details chart.

Students will be able to apply their knowledge of leads to create their own lead for a personal 
narrative using one of six options. 



Write in your notebook how your 
morning went today. 
Example:

When my alarm went off, I was not ready. I hit snooze three times. 
Then, I got up and got into the shower because I knew I didn’t 
smell very good. After I showered and spent a while trying to 
decide between light pink pants and maroon pants (you can tell 
which I chose), I asked Gunnar to make me oatmeal while I 
scooped the kitty litter. I made sure to wash my hands afterwards 
so I could enjoy my oatmeal with blueberries. 

Etc. etc. etc. 



Transitions

- Short phrases
- What are some transition words you noticed in my example?
- What about in your story? Underline any transition words you 

used!
- Examples:

- Then
- After a while
- In the beginning
- Next



Action

The actual events (that happened) listed in the order that they 
occured

Remember to use spicy language (strong verbs and descriptive 
adjectives)



Details

- What else does your audience need to know to understand 
what’s going on?

- For each action, your audience will probably have two or three 
important questions you need to answer. The answers are 
your details

- HOT TIP: If you’re struggling to come up with details, read 
your action to a partner. Ask what questions they have.



Hot Takes

- When you fill this out, start in the “Action” column first
- Then go to the last “action” box and write the end
- Then, fill in  everything in between
- Transitions should be the last part to be filled in



Read the Story

Page 212

“Shooting an Elephant”

What do we think this story is going to be about?

Have we heard of George Orwell before?

What are we going to be looking for while reading?



Leads Mini Lesson



Leads

Leads are how you choose to begin your story.

Good writers spend a lot of time on their leads.

Leads:

- Set the tone
- Determine the content and direction of the piece
- Establishes voice
- Capture interest



Leads: Before and After Revision

It was a day at the end of June. My mom, 
dad, brother, and I were at our camp on 
Rangeley Lake. We arrived the night before 
at 10:00, so it was dark when we got there 
and unpacked. We went straight to bed. 
The next morning, when I was eating 
breakfast, my dad started yelling for me 
from down at the dock at the top of his 
lungs. He said there was a car in the lake. 

I couldn’t imagine why my father was 
hollering for me at 7:00 in the morning. I 
thought fast about what I might have done 
to get him so riled. Had he found out about 
the way I talked to my mother the night 
before, when we got to the camp and she 
asked me to help unpack the car? Did he 
discover the fishing reel I broke last week? 
Before I could consider a third possibility, 
Dad’s voice shattered my thoughts.

“Scott! Move it! You’re not going to believe 
this.” 



Different types of leads

- Sound effect lead -- Starts with some kind of action. Starts 
with onomatopoeia 

- Snapshot lead -- When you paint a picture with words, you 
draw the reader in (show don't tell)

- Flashback lead -- This lead takes the reader back to a specific 
event in the past that relates to the topic 

- Action lead -- Starting with an exciting event or some type of 
action

- Dialogue Lead -- begins with talking



What you’re doing:

Each table will be given a different type of lead. 

It is your responsibility to become an expert at that particular lead.

Create a poster to display in the classroom of the lead you’ve gotten. 
Include the following:

- Title (large, easily readable)
- Brief description
- Poor example
- Good example (revised from the first one)

Theme: Getting a pet for the first time (if it hasn’t happened, imagine it)



Peer Review
1. On your own, fill out steps 1-3 of your peer review sheet.

a. What do you think you’ve done well, and what do you think you need to improve on still? 
b. What do you want your partner to listen to/for while you read? (example: I want you to point 

out places I could show instead of tell.)
c. What is your plan for class? (example: I am going to read through my paper, make changes, 

then work with my partner. After we’ve finished, I’ll go back through their feedback to and 
make changes.)

d. How do you wish to receive feedback? (Example: Written, spoken, a conversation, marks on 
your page, etc.)

2. THEN! You will partner up with someone. 
3. Explain to them your answers for #2 and #3.
4. Read your personal narrative aloud to the other person. The other person will record 

feedback in your preferred method. 


